64 Megapixel Image Sensor Offers Premium Resolution and Features for High End Smartphones

OmniVision’s OV64C is a high-performance 64 megapixel (MP) image sensor featuring a 0.8 micron pixel size to enable high resolution smartphone cameras in a 1/1.7” optical format. Built on OmniVision’s PureCel® Plus stacked die technology, this sensor provides leading edge still image capture and exceptional 4K video performance with electronic image stabilization (EIS) for high-end smartphones. The OV64C also delivers a wide range of features, such as 4-cell remosaic for full resolution Bayer output as well as digital crop zoom, and a CPHY interface for greater throughput using fewer pins, making it ideal for the main rear-facing camera in multicamera configurations.

This image sensor integrates an on-chip 4-cell color filter array and hardware re-mosaic, which provides high quality, 64MP Bayer output in real time. In low light conditions, the sensor can use near-pixel binning to output a 16MP image with 4X the sensitivity, offering 1.6 micron equivalent performance for previews and still captures. In either case, the OV64C can consistently capture the best quality images, as well as enabling 2X digital crop zoom with 16MP resolution and fast mode switch.

The OV64C offers type-2, 2x2 microlens phase detection autofocus (ML-PDAF) to boost autofocus accuracy, especially in low light. The sensor provides options for multiple resolutions and frame-rate configurations, including 64MP at 15 frames per second (fps), 8K video at 30 fps, 16MP captures with 4-cell binning at 30 fps, 4K video at 60 fps and 4K video with EIS at 30 fps. Additionally, the OV64C supports 3-exposure, staggered HDR timing for up to 16MP video modes.

Find out more at www.ovt.com.
Product Features

- Automatic black level calibration (ABLC)
- Programmable controls for:
  - Frame rate
  - Mirror and flip
  - Binning
  - Cropping
  - Windowing
- Support for dynamic DPC
- Supports output formats: 10-bit RGB
- Supports horizontal and vertical subsampling
- Supports typical image sizes:
  - 9248 x 6944
  - 8559 µm x 6296.4 µm
- Supports 1/1.7” lens size:
  - Minimum exposure: 16 rows
  - Pixel size: 0.801 µm x 0.801 µm
  - Image area: 7433.28 µm x 5587.776 µm
- Die dimensions:
  - COB: 8559 µm x 6296.4 µm
  - RW: 8609 µm x 6346.4 µm
- Built-in temperature sensor
- Programmable I/O drive capability
- On-chip digital scalar
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Product Specifications

- Active array size: 9248 x 6944
- Power supply:
  - Core: 1.1V
  - Analog: 2.8V
  - I/O: 1.8V
- Temperature range:
  - Operating: -30°C to +85°C junction temperature
  - Stable: 0°C to +60°C junction temperature
- Output formats: 10-bit RGB RAW
- Input clock frequency: 6 - 64 MHz
- Lens size: 1/1.7”
- Lens chief ray angle: 34.9° non-linear
- Maximum image transfer rate: 9248 x 6944: 15 fps
- Minimum exposure: VTS - 31
- Maximum exposure: 1/1.7” lens size: 0.801 µm x 0.801 µm

Ordering Information

- OV64C40-GASA-002A-Z
  (color, chip probing, 150 µm backgrinding, reconstructed wafer with good die)